Press coverage November 2021

BIICL Press coverage

Tech team at Queen's Law launches digital mediator for COVID-19 vaccination claims
03/11/21 Canadian Lawyer Magazine

Submission argues use of torture evidence in Guantanamo case violates international law
04/11/21 Kings College News Centre

Opinion: ‘World’s lowest discount rate’ will over-compensate plaintiffs
10/11/21 Irish Legal News

Legal contestation of artificial intelligence-related decision-making in the United Kingdom: reflections for policy
25/11/21 Taylor & Francis Online

The Role of Courts in Tackling Climate Crisis
30/11/21 Essex Law Research Blog

Bingham Centre Coverage

Poland stokes fears of leaving EU in 'Polexit'
10/11/21 News Sniffer from BBC item

Britain forced Boris Johnson to U-turn on corruption. What happened?
12 November 2021 Christian Science Monitor

Vaccine Damage Payouts in UK Could Soar Next Year
18/11/21 Epoch Times

COP 26 legacy – mobilising the rule of law in climate change
23/11/21 Policy Scotland
Bingham Centre Blogs


25/11/21    UK Constitutional Law Association Blog

18 months of COVID-19 legislation in England: a rule of law analysis

26/11/21    The Constitution Unit Blog